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• SINAI WATER RESOURCES STUDY
•
ARISH-RAFAH GROUNDWATER
MANAGEM ENT STUDY
•
Supplementary Rcport o n Recommendations for Fur ther
Inves t iga t ions (P hase B)
•
• 1. Background
1.1 GENE RA L
Groundwater abstract ion has increa sed signifi cantly in the coastal area of
nor theast Sinai between Arish and Rafah, particular ly over the past decade .
•
However, this development has taken place without adequate pla nn ing or
sufi cient knowledge on the groundwater resources available.
•
The demand for groundwater is con tinuing to • increase and abstraction has
•
spread into new areas in bo th the Arish and Rafah areas over the past ten
years. However, the groundwater quality in the Quaternary aqu ifer at A rish is
•
reported to be deteriorating and there is now growing concern as to whether
the aquifer can continue to support even the present level of abstract ion.
•
Recently, Nile water has begun to be imported by pipeline to serve a new
urban development in the weste rn part of Arish.
41
A monitor ing network has not yet been established to dete rmine the effects of
•
current levels of abstract ion, whether a red istribution of abst raction would be
desirable, or whether further development of the aquifer system would be
•
possible.
•
Several groundwater stu dies have been carr ied out in the  are a  since the early
1950's but have drawn varying conclusions as to the resources available for
develop ment. In view of the conce rn regarding abstract ion in the Arish area in
par ticu lar, wc reco mmended that a groundwater management study shou ld be
•
undertaken as a matter of some urgency to plan futu re abstrac tion in the area
and to the reby assist developme nt plans for th is region. This was extended
•
subsequently to include the Sheikh Zuwayid-Rafah area to the east of Ar ish.
•
The consulting services of the Faculty of Enginee ring of Cairo University were
appo inted by RIW R in November 1987 to assist with a groundwater
•
management study of the Arish-Rafah are a, with par t icu lar emp hasis on the
Q uaternary aquifer at El A rish,  as  part of thc Sinai Water Resources Project,
•
which is supported by EEC fund ing. The study comprises three phases:
•
Phase A. Th e assembly, review and analysis of existing informat ion and
preparation of a new inventory of water po ints. Th e information would be
•
used to describe the prese nt situation and make reco mmendations for further
data collection.
Phase B. Collection of ncw data from further fi eld investigations and
establish a monitoring network.
Phase C. A nalysis of the new information to develop a numerical model, if
possible, which would be used to assess the availability of groundwater and to
examine alternative abstraction strategies.
A n Interim Report on Phase A was submitted by Cairo University in March
1988. This prescnted the information available from previous studies and
included a well inventory. Four pumping tests were also undertaken in January
1988, together wi th several infi ltration tests in the dune areas. Unfortunately,
the well head levelling survey had to be repeated and some diff iculty was
encountered with obtaining data from the privately owned wells.
A mission by staf from the Insti tute of Hydrology (E ), a component
organ isation the UK Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). was
undertaken to Egypt on behal f of the European Economic Community (EEC)
from 18 September to 10 October 1988. The terms of reference of this
mission included an assessment of the concl usions and recommendations of the
A rish-Rafah Groundwater Management Study.
However, due to the delays in completing the well surveys, the University
team had not been able to complete their preliminary evaluation of the
information nor been able to draw any fi rm conclusions at the time of the
mission. However, it was decided, with the agreement of the EEC Delegation
in Cairo, that the mission should attempt if possible to draw some preliminary,
independant conclusions which could then be compared to those made by the
University team. These were included in the mission report presented in
November 1988. A more detail ed review of the conclusions and
recommendations from Phase A would be postponed until the fi nal report on
Phase A became available.
The Final Report on the fi rst phase of the A rish-Rafah Groundwater
Management Study by RIWR/Cairo University was received on 9 January 1989.
This review of the conclusions and recommendations contained in the Final
Report is presented as a supplement to the mission report of November 1988.
1.2 OBJE C TIVES OF PH ASE A
The ultimate objective of the A rish-Rafah groundwater management study is to
prepare a st rategy for groundwater abstraction in the area. This could involve
numerical modelling techniques to predict the aquifer response to various
al ternative management options. A model also serves to focus the collection of
data Information would be required on:
(a) the physical aspects of the system to prepare a conceptual model from
which an appropriate model could be designed and to prepare input data for
the model
(b) time-varying changes to cal ibrate the model.
Water qual ity considerations, which are an essential aspect of the management
of this aquifer system, are more difi cult to include in a model and would
perhaps have to be inferred from predicted head changes.
The main objective of Phase A of the study was to assemble the available
hydrogeological and other relevant information and to carry out a preliminary
analysis of this information in order to recommend a programme of fu rther
data collection to be undertaken during Phase B.
During the mission several meetings were held with the University team and
staff from RIWR to discuss the work that had been carried out at that time
and a short visit was made to the study area accompanied by the team. We
suggested that at least the fol lowing aspects would need to be considered
dur ing Phase A to establish the programme of work to be undertaken during
the subsequent phase of the study:
identi fication of gaps and weaknesses in the available data
a detai led history of groundwater development in the area, seasonal
var iations in demand, and the likely future demand or development plans for
the region
sources of recharge and their relative contr ibut ion together w ith their
variation seasonal ly and from year to year
- an evaluation of the possible sources of poor qual ity water and relationships
between the changes in water qual ity with abstraction, recharge and changes in
water level
- develop a conceptual model of the aquifer system
- determine the aquifer geometry (ex tent and thickness) and characteristics and
interconnection bt twen dif erent parts of the system
- whether modelling studies would be appropriate.
Var ious recommendations were also made to the University team to assist
them in the evaJuation and presentation of the information. These included the
fol lowing:
• a map to show the general availability of groundwater data, using
conventional map symbols where possible, so as to highlight areas lacking data
and to show where interpretation  was  based on only limited data
• more detailed information on the likely variation in domestic and agr icultural
use throughout the year, estimates of consumptive use of groundwater, together
with an analysis of the likely future demands and areal distribution for the
various requirements.
• more detai led graphical plots of the history of abstraction and al ternative
estimates of irr igation abstraction based on agricultural area and crop
type/water source duty demand.
• a map to show the distr ibution of abstraction, perhaps using a subdivision
of the grid, for each of the previous studies to show how the pattern of
abstraction has varied.
• maps showing the change in water level and quality
• apply selected techniques to evaluate the available chemistry data to (a)
show where and to what extent the water quality has become unacceptable for
irrigation or domestic use, and (b) provide hydrochemical evidence to
distinguish the possible alternative sources of poor qual ity water.
• examine the importance of well parameters, such as screen position or total
depth, on water quality using statistical techniques if appropriate.
• dif erentiate seasonal from longer term changes in water qual ity.
• identi fy and distinguish the relative contribut ion from al ternative sources of
recharge, attempt preliminary estimates of groundwater infl ow using the Darcy
approach, and estimate the depletion in storage indicated by the decline in
water levels.
• ident ify unconfi ned/confi ned areas of the aquifer, saturated aquifer thickness,
aquifer extent and var iations in the aquifer parameters of each aquifer,
particular ly specific yield (based on well logs if necessary).
• subdivide each area and each aquifer into zones having common features to
more clear ly identi fy where information is required and the objectives to be
achieved.
These activities were proposed to highlight where further information would be
needed in relation to future plans for the area and whether modelling
techniques could be applied.
13 SU MMARY OF GE NE RAL CONCLUSIONS FROM
PHASE  A
Th e work undertaken during Phase A of the groundwater management study
included the following:
(a) Collection and review of all existing information and reports relating to
climate, topography, geology and li thology, geophysics, hydrogeology, abstraction
and water qual ity.
(b) A n inventory of existing wells, including information on their construction
detail s, status, well logs, water level data, pumping tests, and water chemistry
information.
The information avail able from previous studies was presented in the Interim
Report of March. 1988. The Final Report incl udes a presentation of the well
inventory data, a preliminary analysis of the information obtained and
recommendations for fur ther investigations required to overcome limitations in
0•
the available data. Table 1.1 summarises the availabil ity of well data.
•
The work undertaken by the Cairo University team in conjunction wi th RIW R
of the A r ish-Rafah arca presents a comprehensive assembly of the available
•
information, much of which has been usefully presented in map form. Most of
the advice given during the mission has been incorporated and a clearer
•
picture has emerged from the detailed work regarding the aquifer system and
where future investigations should be directed.
A concluding chapter on the fi ndings of the first phase of the study is not
•
given in the Final Report. Wc have attempted to summarize their conclusions
regarding the general availabil i ty of information as fol lows:
• Information on time-varying parameters, such as water level fl uctuations or
ID detailed variations in water chemistry, is very limited.
•
• The less accessible areas, such as the sand dune areas, and the deeper parts
of the aqui fer system have only limited information.
•
• Abstraction, which has doubled during the 1980's and extended into new
•
areas, has been accompanied by a decl ine in water levels and a deterioration
in water quali ty in the A rish area Saline intrusion has been identifi ed j ust
•
east of A r ish and also locally along areas of the coast fur ther east Other
areas away from the coast are indicated to contain groundwater with a limited
•
suit abil ity for irr igation or domestic use.
•
• Recharge from rainfall, fl oods and leakage along faultlines is considered to
be less important than lateral infl ow from the hinterland catchments.
• I t is apparent that more information is required in the dune areas in
•
particular, on the hydraulic connection between .dif ferent par ts of the aquifer
system and on the deeper parts of the sequence before a resource evaluation
•
can be properly at tempted. Th is will require further information on the
aquifer geometry, hydraulic characteristics, water levels and water chemistry. A
•
water level and water quality monitoring network is required to provide
time-varying infor mation.
• The data from the pumping tests carried out during this phase have al ready
been entered onto the groundwater data base (GRI PS) to product drawdown
plots and well logs A nalysis of the other information would be assisted by
•
entering as much of the data as possible onto the data base, particular ly the
chemistry data, if this has not already been undertaken. Time-varying data
•
should al so be transferred onto the data base in due course.
ap Certain general aspects will require further data or more detailed analysis of
the avai lable information. These incl ude:
• developMent plans for the region
consumptive use
preliminary estimates of storage and recharge
•
maps of transrnissivi ty and estimates of permeabil ity
specifi c yield estimates
•
- water level and water quality changes
- conceptual model of the aquifer
•
•
•
•(11,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
•
-  aquifer geometry
-  influence of well construction, pumping rate etc on local
variations in water quali ty
identification of risk areas
•
•
In the subsequent scctions of this report we have examined thc conclusions
drawn from the work carried out under Phase A and the recommendations
proposed for fur ther work to be undertaken during Phase B.
•
•
•• 2. El Ar ish
•
• 2.1 GENE RAL
•
• Previous studies have indicated a decline in water levels and a deterioration in
water qual ity in the area around A rish indicating the need for a groundwater
management strateu to control future abstraction. An appropriate moni tor ing
• network is required for this purpose but the application of numerical modelling
techniques would greatly assist estimates of the avai lable resources and future
• development planning.
• The work undertaken during Phase A can be divided into: (a) the
presentation and description of available information for the area, which was
• presented in the Interim Report of March 1988; and, (b) the collection of
new data to describe the present situation accompanied by a preliminary
• analysis of this information leading to recommendations for further data
collection, which are given in the Final Report of December 1988.
•
A considerable amount of information has now been assembled and presented
• at a suitable map scale accompanied by various other methods of presentation,
such as profi les and chemistry diagrams. However, the main emphasis during
Phase A has been to describe and discuss the hydrogeology of the area rather
than as yet at tempting to draw fi rm conclusions.
•
I n our view more analysis could have been undertaken at this stage with the
• data available to show more clear ly where and why more informati on is
required. Important t ime-varying data could also have been obtained during the
course of this fi rst part of the study. The analysis has not proceeded
suffi cient ly far enough to prepare a conceptual model of the system, to
• indicate recharge from possible al ternative sources, relate the change in storage
to changes in water qual ity, or to defi ne the source(s) of poor qual ity water.
• Furthermore there is no discussion of future plans for the area which is
•
undergoing rapid development, including the recent introduction of piped
supplies from the Nil e, so as to relate the purpose of future data collection
•
to the needs of the area.
•
2.2 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
•
The main conclusions from the study can be summarised as fol lows:
- most of the information is restr icted to the central area north of the
A irport between the wadi channel and the A rish- Lahfan road.
- there is a lack of routine time-varying data on water levels and water
chemistry, al though histor ical changes can be examined using a number of
studies which have been undertaken since 1954.
•
the Quaternary sequence forms the main aquifer. This is penetrated by most
wells such that the water level confi guration represents a composite of the two
main parts of thc aquifer system, although these are probably in hydraulic
continui ty. The older formations contain very poor qual ity water.
a number of geophysical surveys have been undertaken but their accuracy is
considered doubtful. Only 10 boreholes penetrate the base of the aquifer and
thus there is limited information overal l wi th which to defi ne the aquifer
geometry or saturated thickness or the aquifer characteristics of the lower part
of the aquifer. Due to the lack of data west of the wadi channel it is not
yet possible to determine whether the aquifer extends westwards.
- silty lawns between 10 to 20m thick limit recharge along the fl ood plai n of
the wadi, although the adjacent sand dune areas of er favourable conditions
for infi ltration of rainfal l.
• sil t lenses, of ten of apparently fairly wide extent within the al luvial deposits,
may act as semi-confi ning layers within this sequence. Grain size analyses
would appear to be unavailable.
• water levels are now below sea level over a wide par t of the area but data
are lacking in certai n important areas, such as the coastal area, just east of
A rish and in the southwest. Th ere are insufi cient data to show seasonal
variations to indicate recharge sources or to estimate lateral infl ow. There is a
possibil ity that recharge is taking place from domestic wastewater beneath A rish
itself but there is insufficient water level or water quality information to
confirm this.
• aquifer tests have been undertaken at fi ve sites, of which three were carried
out during the present study. These sites do not include a representative
sample of the dif erent parts of the aquifer sequence in dif erent areas and  as
a result a transmissivity distribution has been derived from less reliable specifi c
capacity data.
- present abstraction is now about 52000 m3/d from 145 pumped wells. A bout
25000 m3/d is abstracted by 33 wells for domestic use mainly d ose to Arish
and about 26700 m3/d is abstr acted from 112 wells for irrigation mainly in the
central and southern part of the area
- abstraction apparentl y doubled from 1981 to 1982, mainly for irrigation. Total
abstraction in 1988 is the same as that in 1982 "but there has been a 30%
decrease in irrigation abstract ion and an increase of 85% in domestic
abstraction. Th e distr ibution of abstraction has also al tered with new
abstraction tak ing place south of the ai rport for irrigation and southwest of
A rish for domestic abstraction.
- zones of dif ering sal inity have been identi fi ed. High sal init ies east of the
Lahfan road may be due to limited recharge in this area, induced fl ow of
poor qual ity water from the area to the east due to high abstraction or from
the recycling of irrigation water. An area of sal ine intrusion has been
identifi ed j ust east of A rish along the wadi channel extending about one km
inland, but there is insufi cient data along the coast to establish whether sal ine
intrusion is occuring over a wider area
••
•
-  sodium forms the dominant cation and chloride the dominant anion. The
highest chloride concentrat ions occur in the north and the lowest just south of
• A rish. No part icular pattern could be identifi ed in the bicarbonate
concentrations but the highest values occur close to the wadi channel, which
• could indicate recharge in this area.
• an examination of ionic ratios and chemical composition indicates two main
types of water chemistry which may be related to saline intrusion or the
mixing of meteoric and deeper groundwaters.
• water quality has deteriorated and poorer qual ity water now occurs over a
wider area. Salinities have increased by 200 to 2800 mg/I and the area where
• sal inities are less than 2500 mg/ I has decreased since 1962.
• only six boreholes of 68 sampled were considered to be suitable for
domestic use based on WHO criteria and these are located southwest of A rish
• or south of the airport.
• only limited areas are suitable for irrigation, most wil l require frequent
leaching.
previous estimates of recharge are considered doubtful and unreliable. The
geological conditions seem to preclude recharge from the east, southeast or
west. Instead it is suggested that recharge is derived from the south and
• southwest from run-of in the Hasana catchment via gravel deposits beneath a
cover of dunes.
No comments  are  made regarding the application of modell ing techniques nor
has a conceptual model of the system been attempted.
• 2_3 COMME NT' S ON CONCLUSIONS
Overal l we would agree with the broad conclusions obtained from the work
• carried out during Phase A . However, in our view, more analysis and
presentation of data could have been attempted before recommendations for
• further work were considered.
• More detailed analysis should continue during the- second phase of the study.
This could be assisted by transferring the data to the data base system, which
• has already been undertaken for the pumping test and well log data. Several
aspects which require more analysis include:
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• greater use of the grid square approach to smooth point variations which
• may be due to unreliable data and would also form preparatory input data for
a numerical model. The changing pattern of abstraction over the past 34 years
• could be demonstrated by repeating the grid technique for the earlier surveys.
• - preparation of maps showing transmissivity and/or permeability.
- maps showing changes in water levels or water chemistry for selected
surveys.
- as yet, despite a number of profi les, it is difi cult to judge the geometry of
the system. A n attcmpt should be made, if possible, to prepare some
preliminary maps of the thickness of the main aquifer, areas of confi ned
conditions, and by assigning specifi c yields to well logs, indica te variat ions in
specifi c yield. More use could be made of the geophysical information to assist
in defi ning the geometry of the system and whether more geophysical surveys
are required.
the present situation still needs to be set in the context of longer term
variations in potential recharge. a imatic data are not given for recent years,
although information should be available from the GMA station. Long term
trends need to be established and the frequency of floods considered in
relation to recharge.
- the fi rst part of the study has indicated a deterioration in water qual ity due
to overabstraction but further work is required to link the origin and effect of
this deterioration. Changes in water chemistry need to be compared to well
parameters, such as screen position, as well as the geographic location. Better
qual ity water in the west compared to the east could be a function of well
depth rather than recharge.
- information is required to examine seasonal variations in water quality
resulting from recharge or variations in abstraction.
In our view there are several important aspects not considered by the analysis
undertaken during Phase A that have a bearing on the collection of further
data:
• some of the observed changes in water qual ity may be due to seasonal
variations in recharge and abstraction. Compar ison of sal inity data from 38
boreholes sampled in April, July, and November 1965 indicate a var iation
averaging 770 mgA (or 50%) between April and July. Peak values occur in the
summer months when water demands are high and are lowest in March-April
following rainfal l or fl ood recharge between November and January and when
demands are relatively low. The recent sampling was carried out in October
1987 and Apri l 1988.
• the decline in water levels indicates that abstr.action is exceeding recharge
and is being supported by fl ow induced from the adjacent areas, particularly
from the west, and from a depletion in storage. The change in water qual ity
is probably associated with a greater proportion of the total abstraction being
derived from deeper parts of the aquifer. Hence, the change will be more
marked in the areas of lower elevation where abstraction is also concentrated.
• the sand dune areas may contain groundwater accumulated over a long
period. The water level confi guration in the western area, which would seem
to indicate infl ow from the south west, is more likely to bc a disturbed
condition due to abstraction in the central area. The groundwater in the dune
areas could be water held in storage rather than being replenished by fl ow
from the south or southwest. If so, the water quality will deteriorate further
east as storage in the dune area is depleted.
10
• ' estimates of recharge based on a water balance approach are likely to be
0 misleading due to thc uncertainty and variability in the components of thewater balance. A Darcy approach would be more reliable and this requires
data on watcr level gradients and transmissivi ty. In addition, since groundwater
. mining is indicated, it is also essential to obtain reliable information on
specific yield variations and to make maximum use of abstraction/consumptive
• use information.
0 • a recharge mound is likely to have formed beneath A rish and may be
acting as a barr icr to saline intrusion. This could account for the intrusion
• being restr icted apparently to the arca j ust east of A rish. The urban area is
expanding rapidly and an estimate of wastewater return in these areas is
• required. I n part, this wil l be water abstracted and transferred from other
parts of the area and hence is not strictly speaking an addit ional componentam of recharge.
• ' fl ood recharge is indicated by the improvement in water quali ty following
fl oods in the '1960's, although a decrease in abstraction occured at the same
• time. This recharge will occur mainly through the wadi bed itself
• * the lack of fl oods in recent years may be contribut ing to the deterioration
in water qual ity since a greater proportion of abstraction wi ll be derived from
• storage or lateral infl ow. Hence, al though the volume of total abstraction has
not apparently increased since 1982, water quality will continue to deteriorate
• with the depletion in storage unti l signifi cant recharge from fl oods occurs
again. A nnual recharge is therefore rather misleading in these semi-arid
• condit ions. The safe yield of the aquifer will be related to the volume of
abstraction that can be supported from storage and lateral infl ow wi thout an
• unacceptable decline in water qual ity or heads until a furt her recharge event
takes place. However, the frequency of recharge or the combination of climatic
• conditions that will give rise to a recharge event cannot be predicted. A
management strategy therefore has to depend on establishing a relationship
• between abstraction, consumptive use, the decline in water level and the
deterioration in water qual ity within pre-set constraints.
•
• the groundwater contours indicate infl ow along the al luvial deposits south of
• the ai rport. New abstraction in this area wil l be intercepting groundwater that
would otherwise continue into the area of abstraction north of the airport
• thereby aggravating the decline in heads and water qual ity in this area Hence,
the boreholes south of the airport are not developing a new resource. A
• similar situation would occur by developing the western dune area
it is not necessi ty to assume that fl ood recharge necessarily has to occur in
the area of abstraction. The Wadi Arish channel represents a low point in a
large area and groundwater could be entering the alluvial deposits from a wide
catchrnent area as well as conveying recharge that has infi l trated from fl oods
upstream but which have not necessarily been of sufi cient magnitude to reach 
the Arish area.
•
• abstraction at A rish will intercept water that would otherwise be lost at the
• coast. As more of this is intercepted, either by excessive abstraction between
recharge events or by a continued increase in abstraction, the saline front will
move inland, al though not necessar ily by the same extent al ong the coast.
Usual ly this is preceded by upconing of sal ine water at individual deep or
•
0
•
•
high abstraction wells. Water levels are now below sea level over a large area
and  therefore there is a strong possibil ity that saline water will continue to
move inland. Th e recharge of water beneath the urban area may be slowing
the advance of saline water intrusion but the situation needs careful
monitoring if groundwater supplies are to be safeguarded.
• it is important to distinguish consumptive use of groundwater from borehole
abstraction and to include the recharge from domes tic wastewater originating
from the impor t of Nile water since October 1987, which should occur in the
new  urban area to the west of A rish.
* recently thcre have been attempts to introduce drip irrigation methods but
apparently with limited success. The use of such methods, or water
conservation measures in general , should be encouraged to reduce abstraction,
although often the water saved is used to extend the area of cultivation so
that thc net abstraction still remains the same and wi th a greater consumptive
use. It is impor tant that the groundwater management study should work
closely with agricultural and other organisations, particular ly since these are
collecting routine information on abstraction rates and irr igation development.
* supplies are at risk from several different but interrelated conditions: the
upward movement of poor quality water from deeper parts of the aquifer,
lateral inflow of poor quali ty water from the eastern area, recycling of
irr igation water and from saline intrusion. Domestic wells close to Arish could
also become contaminated from wastewater recharge.
• the relative risk for each well will depend on the geographical location, well
depth, screen position, and abstraction rate. A reas at risk from a
deterioration in water qual ity need to be defi ned from the available
information. This should take account of the type of demand, crop type, well
depth, well location aquifer conditions and any trend in water qual ity
changes.
T here are three particular aspects of the study which require further comment.
These concern the transmissivi ty estimates, recharge, and changes in sal ini ty.
Transmissivity
Th e tests undertaken on RIWR wells 2-5, 5-2 and 5-4 have produced a
consistent set of results and would appear to be reliable interpretations.
Longer tests will be required to obtain the necessary values of specifi c yield.
The transmissivity val ues were used in conjunction wi th the results of step
tests on the same wells to obtain a relationship between transmissivity and
specifi c capacity. In this way the results of 31 other step tests could be used
to derve transmissivity. This is a common approach where aquifer test data are
limited.
However, well 5-2 is screened in older formations whereas the other two wells
are screened in the al luvial sequence. The low value of transmissivity for well
5-2 confi rms the low permeabil ity of the older deposits. The correlation
between specifi c capacity and transmisivity was based on the average of al l
three results and this limi ted information on which to base a correlation must
be considered as very approximate. A map showing the specifi c capacity based
12
••
•
•
on the drawdown due to aquifer losses would indicate the relative distribut ion
of transmissivity.
•
The specific capaci ty values were not adjusted to the aquifer loss component.
•
When this is used to der ive specifi c capacity rather than the total drawdown
then the correlation for the two wells tapping the alluvium reduces to 1.5 and
not 2.6 as given in the report. This gives lower transmissivity values.
. 41 The correlation is based on only two results and should only be applied to
the wells tapping the alluvial aquifer and to the specifi c capacity adj usted to
•
the formation loss A similar correlation cannot be established for wells
tapping the kurkar or kurkar and al luvium.
•
The calculated transrnisivity values were not plotted in map form. A more
•
reliable correlation needs to be established from the further work.
•
R echarge
Resource estimates from previous studies are summarised in Table 2.1. These
suggest that recharge is approximately the same as abstraction and are al l
•
based on a water balance approach.
•
Rainfal l at A rish averages about 100mm/y. Only exceptional events are likely to
give rise to infi ltration, mainly in the permeable dune areas. In general very
•
l imited recharge is likely to occur with such low rainfall and would probably
not exceed 5 to 10% of the annual rai nfal l.
•
Upward leakage through faults has been proposed as a source of recharge but
•
previous estimates have been based erroaeously on the water level and
hydraulic characteristics of the Quaternary sequence. This is considered also on
the basis of salinities to be a minor component of recharge.
Flood recharge should not be discounted and there is some water level data
to support recharge from this source. However, this will be infrequent and
• variable in amount and cannot be estimated wi thout monitoring and specifi c
yield data.
•
The study discounted lateral infl ow from the east, west and southeast on
• geological grounds. A lthough this is probably the case the reason is more
likely to be due to • the reduced saturated thickness in these directions rather
• than due to the occurence of older clays and shalei
• I t was considered that recharge must origi nate from a south or southwest
direction via gravels underlying the sand dunes from infi ltration in the El
• H asana catchment some 25 km southwest of A rish. It is conjectural as to
whether there is hydraulic connection between the two areas and what
• proport ion of the potential recharge reaches the aquifer system at Arish. l 'his
could be estimated from the Darcy approach.
•
However, we have strong reservations as to the contribution fr om the Hasana
• catchment and indeed whether it is necessary to consider this area as a
source of recharge for the fol lowing reasons:
• the decline in water levels indicates a depletion in storage
•
•
•
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the change in head is inducing fl ow from adjacent areas
water beneath the dune areas may be palaco-recharge accumulated over a
long period from recharge
recharge from fl oods has not occured for several years
•  any groundwater reaching the Arish area from Hasana would probably have
a relatively high salinity
- the fanglomerate gravel deposits could be partly cemented
In addition the volume held in storage in the Arish aquifer (estimated by
Paver in 1954 as 50 Mm3) is not an upper limit to recharge as suggested by
the study tcam. This comparison is quite misleading.
Using the available information we have applied the Darcy ap
n proach to
indicate lateral infl ow from adjacent areas at the zero water level elevation
contour:
Transmissivity 1000rn 2d
Average gradient 0.0013
Width 17 km
Infl ow = 1000 0.0013' 17000 = 23000 m3/d, or 827 M34'
This is similar to some of the earlier estimates of recharge from rainfall and
other sources but is only 50% of the present total abstraction. Actual
consumptive use could be rather less than the total abstraction but this
estimate would suggest that consumptive use in excess of this estimate of
infl ow is being supported from storage, which is suggested by the decline in
water levels.
The aquifer area has not been fully defi ned, but assuming this to be about 28
km2 (within the zero contour), a storativi ty of 10% and an average decl ine in
water level of 15 m since 1981 (FO re 2.1) then the depletion in storage
between 1981 and 1988 was 4.2 Mini or 0.6 Mm3/y (1644 m3/d), assuming no
recharge.
A simplifi ed balance on the basis of these figures would be: (in Mm3/y)
Recharge-Borehole Abstraction= Change in storage
(>8.3) - <18.25 = >0.6
The recharge only includes lateral infl ow and does not take account of
recharge from other sources. A bstraction is based on a dai ly rate and does
not represent consumptive use. Over-or underestimates are indicated but the
discrepancy in this balance could be due to several factors: there could be
recharge from rainfal l and floods; the change in storage may be occuring over
a wider area; the annual abstraction could be less on an annual basis than
indicated from the well survey; consumptive use may only be, say, 70% of the
annual abstraction; both transmissivity and specifi c yield could be greater; and
there could be upward leakage, which cannot be defi ned with the available
water level data. However, it is not necessary to assume that additional
14
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• recharge is occuring from the south or southwest as this would be included in
the infl ow.
A t present the available information and level of data analysis are insu ffi cient
to indicate which parameters arc in error and this needs to be examined
during the next phase. Overal l the present consumpt ive use (without accounting
for recharge from rainfall or fl oods) is being supported by an expanding cone
of depression which will continue until infl ow balances the consumptive use.
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The total volume in storagc assuming an average saturated thickness of
• freshwater of 50m within this area would be about 140 Mm3. Only a
proportion of this storage would be available due to water quality constraints.
41 Due to the risk of saline intrusion the minimum effective storage is that
proportion above sea level, most of which has now been removed by
• abstraction. The water level south of the airport is about 2m above sea level
so assuming an average originally of Im thickness above sea level over the
• area then the usable storage may only be about 3 Mm3, if water levels are
retained at sea level.
•
These estimates must be considered as very tentative and do not account for
• the present abstraction. It would be useful to ev ress the various components
as annual volumes. The frequency and contr ibution from rainfall and fl oods
• needs to be quanti fi ed and distinguished from lateral infl ow, storage depletion
and possibly upward leakage from deeper parts of the aquifer.
•
It would appear that abstraction is being supported by lateral infl ow and
• depletion of storage, perhaps accumulated over a long period of time. Isotopic
dating might distinguish the different recharge sources.
Changes in Salinity
The present situation is compared to that in 1962. This might be slightly
• misleading as abstraction has apparently been relatively constant since 1982.
Flood recharge and reduced abstraction also occured during the 1960's and
• this may have infl uenced the water quality.
• The change in salinity between 1981 and 1988 is shown in Figure 2.2, where
positive values indicate an increase in sal inity. This would generally suggest that41 water quality has deteriorated in the northern part of the central area. This is
more likely to be due to saline intrusion, the greatest increase being along the
• wadi channel j ust east of A rish. Aside from a few local areas, the water
qual ity over a large part of thc central area has actually improved or has not
• shown any signifi cant change since 1981 despite the decline in water level
(Figure 2.1).
41
These resul ts indicate that abstraction in the central area is causing a decline
• in heads which has resulted in infl ow from the surrounding area and hence
the water quality change will be related to the dif erent water quality in the
• surrounding areas. Thus those sites in the north would be af ected by saline
intrusion, those to the east by poorer water in the eastern dune areas (with
• slightly better qual ity water along the Wadi Mazar), those in the south by
good qual ity water entering as infl ow along the al luvium of the Wadi A rish,
• and those in the west by reasonable qual ity watcr entering from the western
dune area. Detailed hydrochemical studies should be able to identify the
•
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relat ive contr ibution from each area.
However , an add ition al factor is the thickness of freshwater in the cen tral area
and other factors, such as well depth or abstraction rate. It may be necessary
to take account of these differe nt water qualities in proposing the allowable
abstraction and the distribu tion of such abstraction in the management
strategy.
It is st ill uncerta in as to whether wate r quality is st ill deteriorating at the
current level of abstract ion. This can only be resolved by fur the r monitor ing of
the situation taking int o account seasonal variations.
2.4 SU MMARY OF PR OPOSALS FO R FURTHE R
INV EST IGAT IONS
The following recommendations were made by the University team:
• the situation requ ires immediate monitoring, which shou ld be carried out for
a period of one yea r
a geophysical su rvey is required along the coastal are a
test drilling shou ld be carried out where there is only limited information on
aquifer characteristics
The proposed programme of work, which is to be carried out over a one year
period, is summarised in Table 2.2. We have examined this p rogramme and
can suggest various amendments for consideration. A more deta iled programme
will need to be prepared.
For convenience , we have subdivided the are a into five sectors to refl ect
differences in the water quality, aquifer types, abstract ion, and programme
object ives:
N - the northern coastal region, including the urban area of A rish
W the western dune area, including the area of abstraction immediately
south west of Arish
C - the central are a north of the Airport
13 - the are a of th e wadi channel south of the Airport
E - the eastern dunes area
We wou ld reco mmend that the data base is used to store an d process the
new info rmation.
23 COMME NTS ON PROPOSED GEOPHY SICAL SURVE YS
The available geophysical data shou ld be reinterpreted if the raw data can be
ob tained using the info rmation which may have become avail able from fu rther
drilling since the su rveys were undertaken as well as new information from the
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• dr illing programme. In practice the aquifer extent and configuration can
perhaps only be defi ned from further geophysical surveys given the difi cultIP access into some areas and thc otherwise high drilling costs to collect such
information. The application of geophysical surveys should be given further
consideration.
• We would suggest an extension and some modifi cations to the proposed
geophysical survey:
1. I t is probably unnecessary to have traverse lines at the coast at the spacing
• proposed. We would suggest EM as well as ER traverses spaced 1 to 1.5 km
apart extending to 2km inland along the coast from the new urban area west
• of A r ish at about 177.5E eastwards to 190E. Supplementary drilling and
borehole logging wi ll be required to provide the necessary control for interpret
• ing this geophysical survey.
2. Access is dif fi cult into the western dune area and may require expensive
road construction. We would suggest an ER suvey, if ground contact is
• possible, extending south from the coast at about 180E through piezometer 82
to site '9 and then eastwards across the airpor t area to site 14.
•
3. A further survey of the eastern dune area where access is also dif fi cult
• could be considered. This should be made southwards from site 3 through
GDDO A , to site 14 to GDDO 3. Some earl ier work has been undertaken in
• this general area.
• 1 6 CO MME NIS ON DRILLIN G PROGRAMME
In general we would agree with the objectives of the proposed dri ll ing
programme. Most of the dril ling is to be undertaken in the western dune area
which lacks information. Nonetheless, we suggest the following amendments to
• target the dril ling and testing programme and ensure as far as possible that
the necessary information is obtained.
A detailed programme needs to be prepared tr• i the exact requirements at each
si te since all include several obj ectives.
• Area D
The area south of the airport is undergoing development for new irrigation
• supplies which wil l intercept water that would other—wise contribute to the
abstraction further north. However, there are several RIW R test sites in this
area already and we would agree that no further dril ling is required in this
particular area We would recommend that a recorder is installed on test well
2-5 to monitor fl ood recharge. Recorders could also be installed on the other
two RIW R test wells in this area with monthly monitoring on the piezometers
at all three test sites, including deep piezometers 5-3 and 5-5 to indicate any
response of the deep aquifer to abstraction.
A rea N
We would suggest addit ional sites in the coastal area where data are very
l imited. Sites 1, 2 and 3 are acceptable but monitor ing of the saline intrusion
•
•
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will require at least one line of piezometers extending inland and more
information is required on the geology and water levels in this coastal area.
We propose a total of seven sites in this arca as follows, al l of which should
be ful ly screened from the water table:
- one piezometer to 60m in A rish itself (at about 185.75/ 1226), providing a
suitable site can be located, to obtain water level and chemistry data and to
monitor the possible return of wastcwater beneath Arish.
a line of two piezometers j ust east of A rish to monitor sal ine intrusion
incorporating site 2 with another sitc at about 187.25/ 1225.75 (depending on
the EM and ER survey). Depths to be 40 and 60m.
- a line of two piezometers just west of Arish to also monitor sal ine
intrusion between the coast and the area of abstraction on the southwestern
edge of A rish. Depths to also be 40 and 60m and incorporating site 1.
- one site to 40m in the urban area west of Arish and incorporating site 3
to 50m east of A rish. These are mainly for geological and water level control.
This programme incorporates wells 1,2, and 3 plus four additional sites giving
a total meterage of 350m. Water level data in this general area would assist
in estimating groundwater outfl ow at the coast and the lithological data may
distinguish the prescence of older beach deposits.
A rea W
The location of new wells 15 and 16 southwest of the Arish area is not
unfortunately shown on the report maps. This site is intended to indicate a
postulated connection to the Hassana catchment beneath the sand dunes. In
our view, as discussed above, we do not think such a connection would play
a signifi can t role in recharge to the Arish area in the way proposed.
Consequently, we do not recommend the dri lling of this site.
Most of the proposed drilling programme is intended to collect information on
the western dune area, which appears to contribute to the area of main
abstraction to the east, but for which there is lit tle information on the
characteristics of the dune aquifer, water levels and water qual ity, or the
general sequence.
However, access into the area is diffi cult and may require road construction.
We would suggest a more condensed programme of dri ll ing and testing in this
area as fol lows:
1. A test well in the area of abstraction just south west of A rish using well
1-131 as a piezometer. Data on the aquifer character istics in this area are
lacking. n e test well should be drilled to 50m to test the al luvial aquifer (if
this is the main aquifer being tapped by the wells in this area) and would be
subsequently fi tted with a recorder to monitor the water level situation in this
area of abstraction.
2. A test well and piezometer just south of the tarmac road approximately at
site 7. This would be drilled to about 50m to test the characteristics of the
dune aquifer, particularly the specifi c yield. A recorder should be fitted on the
test well . Samples of the dune sands should be taken in the western area
18
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• for grain size analysis to estimate permeabili ty.
• 3. A full tcst site approximately at sitc 8. This should fi rst have a sl im
exploration hole for logging purposes to a depth of at least 100m. Th is would
• be reamed out and completed as a test well in the alluvium. TWo piezometers
should be drilled adjacent to this well , one completed at 50m in the dune
•
sand aquifer and the other completed at about 100m in the alluvial aquifer.
The pumping test and subsequent monitoring would be used to indicate the
• interconnection between the dune sand and alluvial aquifer. A recorder should
be fi tted on the test well and water levels measured monthly on the two
• piezometers. These would indicate whether rainfal l recharge occurs.
• 4. Site 9 should be drilled initially as an exploration hole to 100m, or at least
to prove the occurence of al luvium and if possible the kurkar. This would be
completed however at 50m in the dune sand aquifer for monitoring.
5. Water level control data are lacking in the area of the wadi channel/edge
of the western dunes west of the airport. We would suggest a site at about
1865/1220 dr il led to 50m. This site would also be used to indicate fl ood
recharge and should be protected accordingly if necessary.
•
This programme gives a total drilled meterage of 550m and comprises three
• test wells and fi ve piezometers. I t excludes sites 5, 6 and 11 and concentrates
on providing information on the aquifer characteristics and geometry with less
•
information on the water level confi guration in this general area It may stil l
be considered desirable to drill sites 5, 6 and 11 for water level data,
• although all three need only penetrate the dune aquifer. This would increase
the total meterage to about 700m for this area.
•
The drilli ng depths are based on those proposed by the University team but
• given the elevation of the dunes we consider that i t may be necessary to dri ll
to greater depths than general ly suggested. The pumping tests must also be
• of sufficient duration to obtain information on the specifi c yield.
• Area C
This includes the main irrigated area where water levels are below sea level.
• Monitor ing is the main requirement in this area together with information on
the aquifer characteristics of the underlying kurkar. We would propose the
• fol lowing amendments to the proposed programme in this area:
• 1. Piezometer 4 should be moved slightly further north to provide water level
fl uctuation data wi thin the area of abstraction j ust south east of Ati sh which
• is at risk from sal ine intrusion. The drilled depth should be about 50m.
• 2. A full test site should be constructed at about the location of sites 12/ 13.
This should first have a slim exploration hole drilled up to 1.50m completed as
• a test well screened in the kurkar at about 100m. TWo piezometers should
then be dr il led, one to the same depth and screen position as the test well
• and the other to about 50m with screen in the alluvium. Th e pumping test
and subsequent water level data should indicate the extent of hydraulic
• connection between the alluvium • and kurkar as well as providing information
on the transmissivi ty and specifi c yield of the kurkar. The test well should be
• fi tted with a recorder.
•
•
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The total drilled meter-age for the wells in area C would be 350m. •
Area E
Only limited information exists in this area, mainly because of dif icult access.
Most of the information is limited to the Wadi Mazzar. One new site  has
been proposed in the area south of this wadi to explore the sequence
underlying the dunes and to provide important water level and water qual ity •
information.
We suggest that the site is drilled  as  a slim exploration hole for geophysical
logging but should be completed in the Quaternary sequence. I t will only be
necessary to prove the underlying bedrock formation, which could occur at a
depth of less than 150m. If drilled at 8 inch diameter a pumping test could
be undertaken to monitor water quali ty changes with pumping and to estimate
transmissivi ty from a recovery test.
2.7 CO MM EN'TS ON MONITORING AND SU PPLE M ENTARY
IN FO RMATION
•
The proposed network and frequency of measurements is acceptable for the
water level monitori ng programme but should be adjusted if necessary as data
are obtained and as further analysis is carried out The network should include •
al l avai lable disused sites and al l new RIWR boreholes and eventual ly should
be modifi ed to form a long term monitoring network.
We would suggest that recorders are fi tted to all test wells of 8-inch diameter, •
particularly those in areas of high abstraction or adj acent to the wadi
channel.
The wells drilled to monitor saline intrusion should be screened from the
water table to the completed depth EC logging should  be  undertaken on
these wells at 6-weekly intervals.
We consider that repeat suveys of water levels, water quali ty and abstraction •
every three months is perhaps rather excessive. I t may be preferable to select
a representative sample of the domestic and irr igation wells and monitor these
more frequently. We would suggest at least 10 domesti c and 10 irrigation wells
for this purpose to obtain information on var iations during the year. The •
abstraction data from the Government wells should be collected and 10
irrigation wells fi tted wi th meters. A reas of irrigation, irrigation method, •
information on crop types and irrigation development plans may be available
from the agricultural staff, but if not then a survey should be carried out to
obtain such information in cooperation with agr icultural staf .
The conductivity should be measured at hourly intervals over 24 hours (or the
pumping period) at the selected irri gation wells, once during low irrigation
demands and repeated on the same wells when demands are high. Water
samples for full analysis should be taken every four hours. The sites selected •
should include deep wells and high abstraction sites and in areas where there
has been a signifi cant decline in water quality. Water samples for full analysis •
should be taken every six weeks from these sites.
•
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Information is also required on the pattern of domestic demand and future
• water requirements for the urban area as well as the general development
plans for the arca.
•
We recommend that an isotope survey is undertaken throughout the whole
• area to help distinguish the age and origin of the different groundwaters. This
should be accompanied by water samples for detailed hydrochemical analysis.
•
•• 3. Sheikh Zuwayid-Rafah Area
•
3. 1 GENE RA L
•
The Quaternary deposits also form the main aquifer system in the Sheikh
• Zuwayid- Rafah area. There are three aquifer uni ts:
• Holocene dune sands, which occur along the coast
•
Upper Pleistocene old beach deposits, underlying the dunes
Lower Pleistocene calcareous sandstone (kurkar)
A lluvial deposits of any signifi cant thickness are absent. The aquifer system is
underlain by Pliocene cherts. The old beach deposits are 5 to 25m thick whilst
the kurkar, which is the main aquifer at Rafah, is up to 80m thick. The
kurkar can be divided into an upper continental fad es about 10m thick and a
• lower marine fad es up to 50m thick. The exploitable aquifer would appear to
extend some 15 to 20km inland.
Information on these aquifers is available from several previous studies
• undertaken in 1954, 1962 and 1982, al though the most detailed. survey was
made in 1984 by GA RPA D. The information from these ear lier studies was
presented in the Interim Report of March 1988.
• Some 330 wells have been constructed in the area, including shallow collector
•
systems in the coastal area However, despite the number of wells the amount
of available data is rather limited, par ticularly in .the central area, and fl ow
directions are rather diffi cult to defi ne.
•
Rainfal l ranges from 150 to 300 mm/y in this area and forms a more
important source of recharge than in the Arish area. There are no large wadis
•
entering the area, al though a number of wadis drain the higher relief areas
further south. Most recharge wil l be derived from rainfal l and lateral infl ow
•
but i t is possible that local abstraction may also draw upon storage.
•
3.2 SU MMARY OF CONCLU SIONS
• There are 44 wells in the area having lithological descriptions, of which only
•
15 fully penetrate the kurkar. The information from 36 wells was used to
construct six profi les. It would have also been useful to integrate the
•
information in map form to provide a more suitable indication of the aquifer
geometry and inter-relationships between the dif erent parts of the sequence.
• A water level and well inventory was carr ied out between April and May
•
1988. Water levels were measured on some 123 wells, mainly located around
Z uwayid and Rafah. In par ts of the coastal area the zero contour extends
•
about 1 km inland indicating overabstraction in these areas. A comparison of
nine wells in the coastal area where water levels were measured in 1983
•
indicated water level declines of -03 to - 1.8m. Water level declines of 1.5m
•
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are also indicated in the area west of Rafah.
Th e degree of interconnection within the sequence has not been properly
established. Abstraction at Rafah has disturbed the natural pattern, although
thc data for 1985 indicate a general fl ow northwards over most of the area
but wi th fl ow northeastwards in the area north of Rafah indicating a recharge
area east of the border.
Two RIWR boreholes were tested. One site taps the old beach deposits whilst
the other draws upon the kurkar. Th e analysis of the tests carried out at the
sites gave consistent results, indicating a transmissivity of 350 m2/d for the old
beach deposits and 700 m2/d for the kurkar. The results from earlier tests
were not applied.
The results of four tests were used to calibrate specific capacity data available
for 22 wells. However, the same comments given in Section 2.3 apply. The
correlation is based on an average of only four sites which penetrate dif erent
aquifers and relate to the total drawdown rather than the component due to
aquifer losses. The correlation factor of 3.0 derived from their approach wi ll
overestimates the transmissivity. A value of about 2.5 is more accurate but
should be derived separately for each aquifer.
Only one value of specifi c yield is apparently available and the system
general ly appears to be leaky confi ned. The dune areas are more likely to be
perched and show water table condit ions.
Total abstraction has been estimated to be 43320 m3/d from 280 wells. This
abstraction is derived almost equal ly from the dune sand/old beach deposits
and the kurkar. A lthough abstraction from the dune sands/old beach deposits
occurs equally for domestic and irrigation purposes, the abstraction fr om the
kurkar for irrigation is over three times that abstracted for domestic use Most
abstraction for domestic use occurs along the coast and irrigation is
concentrated around Zuwayid and Rafah.
The main increase in abstraction occured between 1962 and 1982 but has
doubled since 1982, due almost entirely to increased abstraction from the
dunes/old beach deposits.
Water samples were obtained from 64 wells between April and June 1988.
Only four samples were rejected af ter checks on their accuracy. The data are
presented by var ious methods. The sal inity increase. s from north to south but
local areas of upconing are indicated. For the most part the water qual ity is
suitable for domestic use but is only marginally suitable for irr igation in local
areas of the old beach deposits and kurkar. The water quali ty is likely to be
poorer with increased depth or near sabkah areas
Estimates of recharge were not attempted during the recent study. In 1983
GA RPA D estimated recharge from rainfal l in the coastal area to be 7800
m3/d and lateral infl ow to the aquifer at Rafah to be 48600 m3/d. Th is could
suggest that the coastal aquifer is being overexploited.
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• 33 COMMENTS ON CO NCLUSIONS
•
No firm conclusions regarding  the  aquifer system were obtained by the recent
survey. The reports concentrate mainly on presenting the available data and a
general description of the system. The information from the previous studies
• needs to be integrated with the new survey.
• A mult i-aquifer systcm is present and probably in overal l hydraulic continuity,
except at the coast where local perched aquifers may occur in the dunes. The
1 degree of interconnection within the system  and  the thickness of frcshwatcr
are not yet properly understood. The information on specifi c yields is Ur
• adequate. Large areas still lack hydrogeological data.
There is a lack of time-varying data on water quali ty and water level
variations. There are indications of falling water levels in several areas due to
overabstraction and in our view the freshwater resources may have accumulated
over a prolonged period.
3.4 SU MM ARY OF PROPOSALS FOR FUR TH ER STUD IES
• The fol lowing activities have been recommended by the University tcam to
obtain more information from the area:
•
- six geophysical traverses extending from the coast to on average about  8km
• inland covering the whole area with a VES spacing suffi cient to a depth of
25m below water level. Each traverse is linked to a well having lithological
data
•
- construction of test wells at eight locations, each having a piezometer and
all located to test the old beach deposits together with a single piezometer
• just south of the irrigated area at Rafah to monitor water levels in the
kurkar. Most of the wells range in depth from 50 to 100m and the total
meterage recommended is 700m.
•
- monitoring of 30 wells, including the new wells to be drilled, for water
level changes at monthly intervals and on all wells at three monthly intervals.
monitoring of EC, temperature and pH on 30 selected wells and all
operating wells to be sampled for chemical analyses every three months
- monitoring of extraction on all producing wells every three months.
•
•
Geophysical Su Ivey
•
35 CO MMENTS ON PROPOSED PROGRAM ME
The survey proposed is acceptable but should include another traverse through
proposed wells 3 and 4. Ground contact may be dif fi cult in the dune area
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We would also suggest that EM surveys extending about 1 km inland are
undertaken in the areas of concentrated abstraction along the coast, particularly
where water levels are below, sea level, to define the saline interface. We
would suggest three traverses at 750m spacings at the coast north of Z uwayid
j ust wcst of the road at the coast and another three traverses at the same
spacing where the road from Rafah reaches the coast wi th the central traverse
along the road.
Drilling and Testing
The proposed dri ll ing programme concentrates on the old beach deposits,
although the reason for this is not clear. Where por sible it may be
appropriate to locate test wells next to existing piezometers. It may be also be
possible to undertake recovery tests on three wells in each aquifer where
accessible for water level measurements to obtain transmissivity estimates.
Further dri lling needs to provide information on water levels where data are
currently lacking, such as the central area, and in areas of concentrated
abstraction. The longer term monitoring of the sys—tern should also be taken
into account to safeguard supplies in the main areas of irrigation and domestic
abstraction.
We do not consider that a water balance approach to estimate the available
resources is appropriate in these semi-arid conditions. This means that the
water level confi guration, gradients and var iations in t ransmissivi ty need to be
determined to esti mate inflow and loss at the coast. This wil l also require a
more detailed knowledge of interconnection in the system and general aquifer
condit ions. Specifi c yield data arc required for each aquifer to estimate
storage.
We would suggest the following modifications to the drill ing programme to
obtain water level data where there is presently l it tle or no information
(mainly the central area) and to increase the amount of information regarding
the hydraulic characterist ics of each aquifer. The well depths are indicative only
and should be confirmed. Where possible test well sites have been selected to
use existing wells (but away from other abstracting wells) which are to be
incorporated into the monitor ing network. I t would be preferable to drill
each site to, say, 100m for logging and water quality information but
completed and screened at an appropriate shallower depth in the target
aquifer.
We have subdivided the area into the coastal zone, the central area, Zuwayid
and Rafah, and the new area of abstraction northwest of Rahfah.
Coastal zone: Dri ll shal low tcst wells (each about 30m depth) adj acent to
existing wells 12-1 and 12-68 in the Zuwayid area and 16-6 in the Abu Shinar
area for aquifer tests of the dune sands and to obtai n information on the
water levels and qual ity of the underlying sequence. Each test well could be
fi tted with a re5order to monitor rainfal l recharge. Construct exploration well
to 50m for subsequent use as a piezometer at 220/1242 in area of abstraction
and to investigate deeper aquifer.
Zuwayid: Sites 1 and 2 accepted but consider depths of 60m for each well.
Construct test well to .50m adjacent to existing RIWR well 12-93 for aquifer
test.
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Central area: Sites 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 accepted, but consider depths of
60m for each. Construct test well to 60m adjacent to existing well 17-1 for
•
aquifer test. Two piezometers are required to monitor the wellfi elds extending
from 16-8 to 16-73 and westWards from 16-112. Site 7 and 8, both dril led to
60m could be moved south for this purpose and to obtain aquifer data
relating to the aquifer tapped by this wellfl eld, with a recorder fi tted on the
•
test well to monitor the well fi eld. Specifi c capacity data are available for
almost all the wells of the well fi eld further north and only an addit ional
•
piezorneter is required to a depth of 50rn or less.
•
Rafah: Test wells, each to say 80m (depending on water quality wit h depth),
are required to obtain information on the aquifer characteristics of the Kurkar
to aquifer in this area. A test well could be located adjacent to well 16- 106 and
also included with the proposed piezometer site 9.
•
This revised programme is more extensive than that proposed and will require
•
a total of about 1000m of drill ing and 11 aquifer tests. However, this area is
much larger than Ar ish, includes several dif erent aquifers and lacks water level
•
and water quality data over much of the central area in par ticular.
•
Monitoring
•
The proposed monitoring network for water level fl uctuation data is considered
acceptable and concentrates on areas where sal ine intrusion may be occuring
•
or in areas of high abstraction. Use is made of exi sting disused wells and the
networ k includes the new wells to be drilled. We do not consider that al l
•
wells need to be resurveyed every quarter and instead we would suggest a
representative sample of wells in each area is selected for this purpose taking
•
factors such as the aquifer type or type of demand into account. The main
increase in abstraction is for domestic use and monitoring of the wellf ields in
5 the area should have a high priori ty.
•
We suggest that recorders are installed on a selection of the available sites,
especially on the new test wells, in particular to examine rainfall recharge in
•
the shal low coastal aquifers and to monitor water levels in areas of
concentrated abstr action.
•
Other comments regarding monitoring and supplementary information described
•
in Section 1 7 are applicable. We would also recommend an isotope survey of
the dif erent aquifers and more defi nit ion if possible of the aquifer(s) tapped
•
by each well. Th is should include at least fin - samples from each aquifer
across the area.
•
A bstraction records should be obtained for all government wells fi tted with
•
meters. Meters should also be fi tted to at least fi ve representative irrigation
wells at both Rafah and Zuwayid.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
4. Conclusions
The work undertaken during the fi rst phase of the study is a detailed and •
useful account of the hydrogeological informat ion available for the Arish-Rafah
area. The reports highlight where more information is required, but relatively
 fla
few conclusions can be drawn from the present level of analysis.
•
The information could be analysed in more detail, particularly if that from the
earlier studies is integrated more fully with the new surveys and entered onto
the GRIPS data base.
•
The proposed programme of fur ther investigations and data collection is
generally acceptable but the objectives need to be more dearly defi ned. •
Supplementary information is needed, such as on the future water requirements
or to distinguish aquifer relationships and recharge contributions. •
We have outlined a number of modifi cations to the programme of further •
work for consideration by RIW R. A detailed programme should now be
prepared, particularly for each drill site and the tests to be undertaken.
•
Numerical models of each area would be the most appropriate way of
planning a management strategy for future development. As yet, a conceptual
model of the system has not been attempted and no conclusions have been
•
obtaincd regarding the application of numerical models. Implementation of the
strategy selected will depend on establishing a long term monitoring network.
A ri sh A rea
Abstraction is exceeding recharge in the Ar ish area and storage is being •
depleted. Water levels are now below sea level over much of the area of
abstraction and there is a consequent risk of a continued decl ine in water
qual ity in a situation where supplies are al ready rather marginal for irr igation
or domestic use It is uncertain as to whether the deterioration in water
qual ity is still occuring and the pattern of abstraction has al tered in recent
years.
•
The deterioration in water quali ty would appear to be linked to several
different origins related to the occurrence of poor quality water in peripheral
areas and in the sequence underlying the main aquifer. Local var iations may •
be due  to well depths, abstraction rates and other factors.
•
A dditional information is required on the aquifer parameters, in particular in
the western dune area and on the kurkar aquifer. Water level data are •
needed to estimate lateral infl ow from the dune areas and for the coastal
area.
•
Previous resource estimates arc questionable but we consider it unlikely that
signifi cant recharge originates in the Hassana catchment as proposed by the
University team. A water balance approach to estimate the resources is oft en •
inappropr iate in this arid zone, par ticular ly where limited information is
available on the highly variable components of recharge. Lateral infl ow and •
storage depletion would seem to  be  supporting the current level of
abstraction. •
•
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0
• We have proposed a subdivision of the area to refl ect dif ferent aspects of thc
system and the type Of amount of data still required. The monitoring network
• proposals arc acceptable, although we propose some changcs in the frequency
of sampling surveys concentrating instead on a representative sample of sites
• for more detailed work. The application of geophysical surveys has been
extended to include the dune area. The proposed drilling programme has been
modifi ed to concentrate on certain aspects, such as the water level
configuration in the coastal area and on detailed test sites for aquifer
•
characteristics. The total required meterage for the revised programme is about
1300m, subject to further detailed examination of the depths required in the
dune areas. A suggested programme is given in Table 4.1.
9 Sheikh Z uwayid-Raf ah A rea
• The aquifer system is not yet fully understood in this area. Time varying data
is very limited but there are indications from the recent survey that water
levels have declined in several areas. Abstraction for domestic use has
increased considerably in recent years. The situation will require careful
•
monitoring, particularly in certain areas of the coast.
• Large parts of the central area lack information and the proposed fur ther
investigations stress the need for water level data, geological control and
• information on the aquifer characteristics of the old beach deposits as well as
on regional geophysical surveys to define the aquifer geometry.
Rainfall recharge is more important in this area but lateral infl ow from the
• south is an important source of recharge. Water level confi gurations of the
dif erent parts of the aquifer system need to be defi ned to estimate infl ow.
• More information is also required on the aquifer parameters and water qual ity
of each aquifer.
•
We have proposed various addit ions to the programme of further work which
• will require about 1000m of drilling. The area has been subdivided to indicate
priori ties of further data collection. These are summarised in Table 4.2.
0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table L I Sto w :airy of well data in El-Arish and
Et-Sheikh Z uwayid - Rafaa A reas
• Percent age of number of well data witit spect to the total number of wells for each
study arca.
00
0
• Table 2 1 Resource estim ates f rom previous stud ie s (m 3/ d)
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